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View from the chair

Serious business of competing

Our Club’s approach is to strive for a healthy
balance between competing, learning and
having fun. Except maybe when it comes to
the Interclub competition.

Our approach can be compared to the triple-
bottom-line idea in the corporate world,
which implies a similarly balanced approach
to the three Ps –  profit, people, and planet.

The phrase “the triple bottom line” was first
coined in 1994 by John Elkington, the
founder of a British consultancy called
SustainAbility. His idea was that companies
should base their strategy on three bottom lines – one for profit, one for 
social responsibility (people), and one for environmental impact (planet).

Although the idea had substantial influence on business thinking and 
philosophy, the three bottom lines proved largely impractical. Unlike profit, 
the other two are not easy to quantify. The three are difficult to compare, 
and they are hardly compatible. 

In an article in “theconversation.com”, Prof Rob Gray of the University of St 
Andrews and Prof Marcus J Milne of the University of Canterbury argue that
“maximising financial return will never minimise environmental impact and 
is unlikely to generate unqualified social good”. 

“Such arguments go to the heart of what a modern corporation is, what 
capitalism is and what our planetary society and ecology entail.” So, in a tiny
nutshell, “after nearly 25 years of voluntary initiatives, cajolery and claims 



that business can get its own house in order, the triple bottom line remains 
a most attractive but unfulfilled notion”, the professors, who both teach 
accounting, wrote.

The prospects for striking a balance between  competing, learning and 
having fun in photography do not look as bleak. In our monthly evaluation 
of images, the approach is to give constructive feedback. And the selecting 
of images for the Gallery on our website is not only based on scores. Good 
images by less experienced members are also included.

But in the annual Western Cape Interclub Competition, in Bellville on Friday 
3 November, we want to put our best foot forward. For that event our 
entries will be selected on quality only, within the competition rules.

Charles Naudé

Western Cape Interclub 2017

The Hermanus Photographic Society will again participate in the annual 
Western Cape Interclub Competition.

The competition will be
held at the CR Louw
Auditorium in the Sanlam
head office in Bellville as
usual, on Friday 3
November at 18:00. It is
hosted by the Helderberg
Photographic Society of
Somerset West.

As in the last two years,
we will enter images for
both sections of the
competition. Each club is
allowed 12 digital images
and 12 prints, and  no
more than 2 per member.

The Committee will select the print entries from those chosen for our 
FynArts Exhibition, and the digital entries from those that have been 
evaluated at monthly Club meetings from October 2016 to September 
2017.

Members whose images have been selected will be asked for a contribution 
of R80 per image to cover costs. Each participant will be entitled to a ticket 
to attend the event.

Our Club's most successful individual Interclub entry in the last two
years. Luke Horsten's image, entitled ‘I feel safe here’, which won 
third prize in die digital section in 2015.



Salon successes

Salon awards kept coming in for Treurnicht du Toit and Robert Johnson over
the last month.

Treurnicht
was awarded
a Certificate
of Merit in
the
Exhibition
Adriatic of
the Photo
Club Arizona
for his image
“Crossing
Namib
Dunes”,
while four
images were
accepted for
exhibition at
the same
event.

Four of his images were accepted
by the International Nature
Exhibition of the Photographic
Society of America, three by the
Welsh International Exhibition,
one by the Heigel Salon of the
Fotoklub of Heidelberg and
Nigel, and seven by the Tafklub
International Salon of the
Tafelberg Fotografieklub.

Robert was awarded a Certificate
of Merit by the Tafklub
International Salon for his image
entitled “Noleto”, while four
were accepted for exhibition.

The Brandpunt Kameraklub also
accepted four of his images.

'Crossing Namib Dunes' by Treurnicht du Toit

'Noleto' by Robert Johnson



AV Interest Group report

By Deon Kühn

The last two-monthly meeting of the Audio-visual Interest Group (AVIG), 
was on 9 August – D-Day for the “Thirty photos in thirty days” challenge. 
Most of the eight resulting AVs submitted showed impressive talent.

Of another six  AVs on various other topics submitted, one by Margie 
Ogston, entitled “Lonely in New York”, stood out.

Of the 14 participants attending, 7 were from Hermanus, 4 from Kleinmond 
Kiekie Klub, 2 from Helderberg Photographic Society, and 1 from Upington.

The next challenge is to use an AV to illustrate or interpret any English or 
Afrikaans poem.

The next two-monthly meeting is scheduled for Thursday 12 October at 
19:00 in the Herman Swart Hall of the DR Church. The topic will be Music 
editing for AVs. 

The next AV evening in Kleinmond will be in the local DR Church on 
Thursday 14 September at 19:00. The special guest will be the 
internationally recognised Charles Hulse of Australia, who will show some 
of his work.

Tickets, at R40 each, are available from Gerhard van Helsdingen at 083 306 
9332 or 028 271 5920. Tickets include soup and bread during interval. 
Attendees may bring their own drinks.

Activities over the next month

The October meeting will be in the Dutch Reformed Church Hall, as usual, 
on Wednesday the 4th at 19:00. Members may enter up to three images of 
their choice for evaluation, and one image on the Set Subject for discussion.
The best set-subject image will be decided by voting.

Images for evaluation must be submitted by 12:00 on Saturday 30 
September.

The Set Subject for October will be “’Scapes”. In preparation for that, René
Dewar organised a landscape photography workshop by Paul Bruins in 
Greyton from Friday 1 to Sunday 3 September.

The set subject will not be limited to images from that workshop, or to 
landscapes. It may include cityscapes, seascapes, moonscapes, or whatever 
‘scape the photographer wishes to enter.



Paul Bruins workshop 

By René Dewar

Seven keen photographers headed off to Greyton on 1 September.  We met 
Paul Bruins at his home at 3:30pm for a chat, a bite and a drink. That was the
beginning of an awe-inspiring weekend of landscape photography.  

Our first venue was
the Greyton Nature
Reserve. There we
photographed the
beautiful fynbos, and
proceeded to shoot
the sunset at the
dam.

We awoke early on
Saturday and arrived
at our destination
before dawn.  It was a
beautiful, tranquil
setting at a private dam, with the morning mist rolling in over the water. 

After a late breakfast, we went to the local market, followed by some 
expansive, eye-catching canola fields in the afternoon.  The day ended at a 
spectacular sunset destination overlooking the local mountains and valleys.

Our last photo shoot on Sunday morning was at a farm dam, nestled in a 
valley.  This required some strenuous walking and carrying of equipment, 
but the beauty of the place made it all worthwhile.

What made the weekend extra special, was Paul’s generosity in sharing not 
only his photographic knowledge, but the beautiful places he has 
discovered in Greyton.  

Paul left us not only immensely grateful, but also inspired. He taught us to 
really look at our beautiful surroundings, and in so doing, become better 
landscape photographers.  

Opportunities to photograph sheepdogs in action will present 
themselves when these dogs compete for the title of National Champion. 

That will happen  on the farm Grootvlei between Caledon and 
Riviersonderend from Friday 29 September to Sunday 1 October. The venue 
will be signposted from the N2. The entry fee is R30 per person.

Members interested to go, can find more information on the internet at  
www.sasda.net, or from Pippa (083 392 1956) or Andrew (083 448 1739). 

Paul Bruins (third from right) with photographers on scene

http://www.sasda.net/


New Committee member

Diane Steenkamp was elected unanimously to serve on the Committee, 
replacing Luke Horsten. Her portfolio will be finalised at the next 
Committee meeting.

Charles Naudé, chairman, wishes to thank Luke for his dedication and his 
competent handling of the treasury and membership portfolio over the last 
two years.

Committee

Charles Naudé – Chairman 

     083 309 1857 (cmnaude@gmail.com)

René Dewar – Outings, workshops

     082 225 5789 (rdewa  r  @telkomsa.net)  

Luke Horsten – Treasurer, membership

     076 586 3714 (lukeh  orsten  @  gmail  .com)

Elizma Fourie – Technology

     082 499 5116 (elizma@adminevolution.co.za)

Daniel Reddie – Marketing, communication

     084 642 0038 (everredi@iafrica.com)

André van Zijl – Scoresheets, setup for meetings

     083 305 5649 (andremvz  @gmail.com)

All of them are available to assist you with your queries. 

Fluit-fluit, my storie is uit.
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